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What do they have in common ? Bad Metal 
Problem  
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G. Grygiel et. al. App. Phys. Lett 
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58 13318 (1998) 

Deng. et. al. 
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086401 (2013) 

 

Sr2RuO4 

Doped 
Hubbard 

Model  

Emery and Kivelson, 
PRL 74 3253 (1996).  

Hussey Takenaka and 
Takagi Phil Mag . 84, 

2847 (2004) 

O. Gunnarsson, et. al.,  
RMP 75 1085 (2003)  
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 More examples.  Fermi liquid behavior only 
appears at very    low temperatures, in 3d and 4d 
systems. A “cosmological constant” problem in 

CMT. Understanding the evolution of the 
electroni structure as a function of sacle.   

H. Takagi, et. al., Materials Science and Engineering: 
B 63  147 (1999) 

M. Schneider, et. al., PRL  112 206403 (2014) 

 

TFL ~2K   TFL ~1.5 K   
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Good metals : Copper . FLT ρ~ T2.    

KF l >> 1 all the way to the melting point  

Prange 
Kadanoff 

QP  

Landau 
QP 

•  Interactions renormalize 
away as we approach the 
Fermi surface(Landau) 

•   QP with renormalized 
parameters and  residual 
interactions interacting 
with phonons. Prange 
Kadanoff  quantum 

kinetic equation.   

•   Approximate calculations 
using Kohn Sham DFT 
and linear response can 
be carried out and give 

right trends in all 
transition metals 

(Savrasov and Savrasov 
PRB 54 16487 (1996  ) 



Approach to the problem. 
•  Use dynamical mean field theory  in the  simplest model ( Hubbard )   in 

a correlated regime, displaying the phenomena. 
•  Exact in  the limit of large dimensions.  Momentum is very far from being 

conserved. Every scattering event is an Unklapp, current vertex 
corrections are small.   

•    Start from high energies, high temperature where the constituents are 
the atoms, and follow the evolution of the electronic  structure towards 
low energies.  

•  Transport in a  “generic “  Mott Hubbard system above the ordering 
temperatures.  

 

: 

•   Learn from model, Mott physics, test the qualitative ideas by 
proposing optical experiments, shine light!!!   

•  Carry out first principles material specific calculations  with LDA
+DMFT . Focus on material specific  trends and on  multiple physical 

properties.   

•  Bad metal behavior is NOT restricted to proximity to Mott physics. 
Compare different families of materials. Distinguish  Hunds metal  

( iron pnictides,  ruthenates….) from    Mottness ( V2O3..)  
 



DMFT impurity model+self consistent medium. 
Embedding +Truncation 

Δ

G(k,iω)= 1
iω −εk −Σ(iω)

Two particle irreducible vertex 
function 

Quantum impurity model 
Generates irreducible 

and two particle 
quantities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

G(ω ) = 1
[ω +∇2 + µ −VHartree −Vcryst ]−Vstatic − ΣRαβ Rα ΣlocRR(ω ) Rβ

Atomic parameters input 

Fo F2 F4…. and dc determined 
from constrained RPA or GW 

GW+DMFT  
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LDA+DMFT. V. Anisimov, A. Poteryaev, M. 
Korotin, A. Anokhin and G. Kotliar,  J. Phys. 
Cond. Mat. 35, 7359 (1997) 

 

Electronic Structure
+DMFT 

A. Georges and G. Kotliar 
PRB 45, 6479 (1992).  

 



 Resilient quasiparticles 

FL 

Resilient 

 QPs 
Slightly  

below 

TMIR 
Fully  

incoherent 

DTMIR δ2~DTFL δ05.0~ 2.0=δ

D=1 

U=4  

T* 

X. Deng, et. al.,  PRL  110086401 
(2013)  
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DMFT spectral functions δ =.15  T in 
unites of W ( bandwidth) = 2D 

With a T dependent ωk*   and ZK  !!!!! 
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Transport is described by QP 



"  Quadratic scattering rate coexists with linear resistivity. 
"  Landau's Fermi liquid theory: resistivity scales with  scattering rate because 

m*/n is independent of temperature.  
"  Quasiparticles are hidden from resistivity measurementby the T dependence 

of the  electronic dispersion. 
"  Undressing –dressing  of the  carriers   
"  Quasiparticle Scattering rate obeys the Mott Ioffe Regel bound , l*~ a 
"  Above  TBR (temperature for onset of spin screening)  KF  and 
 < VF > decrease with increasing T 

Scattering rate Resistivity 

  

ρ ~ Γ*(m*
n
)

σ ~ n
m* τ

*



  

  

T=170 

T=300 
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Signatures of correlations: Optical conductivity. Plasma frequency increases with 
decreasing T. 

Baldassarre et.al 

 PRB 77, 113107 (2008) 

SW(T)= 
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Proposed test  ( variation of the  generalized 
Drude  analysis  )  

•  Measure (e.g. ellipsometry  reflectivity 
+KK ) σ(ω)= σ1(ω)+iσ2(ω)  

•   Focus on the zero frequency limit 
 (be careful with phonons).  
•   Evaluate 
 

Separates resistivity into  a scattering rate and a factor which contains band structure, velocities ,  
F1s , fermi surface , etc 



Contrast  with the generalized Drude and  

σ (ω )dω
0

Λ

∫ = π
iV

< Peff , Jeff⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ >=
ω p

2

4π, ,eff eff effH J P

[ ]
2

0
( ) , ned P J

iV m
π πσ ω ω

∞
= < >=∫

Low energy sum rule, ωp can have T and doping   
dependence  i.e. nearest neighbor Hubbard  it gives the 
kinetic energy 

, ,H hamiltonian J electriccurrent P polarization

Below energy  Λ

ω p
2



Hidden FL behavior from low frequency optics: application 
to V2O3.  Analysis of experimental  results.  

Stewart, PRB 85, 205113 (2012); 

X. Deng, et. al., PRL 113 246401 (2014) 

Strong temperature dependence of ωp*, 

Increases upon increasing T 



LDA+DMFT  results ( Deng et. al. )  



Another material:  NdNiO3 on LaAlO3 films Expts! 

Stewart, PRL 107, 176401 (2011); X. Deng, et. al., PRL 113 246401 (2014) 

 

NdNiO3 

(film on LaAlO3) 



Hidden Fermi Liquid in CaRuO3 

Early Terahertz Data:  Kamal  et. el. PRB 74, 165115 (2006) Kamal et. al.  QELS ’05 
(2005);  More recent expts in cleaner samples: M. Schneider et. al. P. Gegenwart  PRL 112, 

206403 (2014) CaRuO3   (TFL=1.5K) 

 



Different origin of correlations: Mottness and  Hundness 

[1]McWhan, et.al., PRB 7, 1920 (1973). [2] J. Carlo, et.al., nature materials, 11,323(2012) [3] P. Lee, RMP 78 17 (2006) [4] [4]P. Dai, 
et.al., Nat Phys 8, 709 (2012). 

Proximity to Mott state Far away from Mott state 
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Hundness  (102) :Transmuting atoms into 
quasiparticles,   Orbital-Spin Separation  
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 Z. Yin  K. Haule and GK Phys. Rev. B 
86, 195141 (2012)  

Weak coupling RG analysis, involving 
Spin, Orbital and Spin-Orbital degrees 
of freedom  C. Aron and G. Kotliar 
PRB 91, 041110 (2015) 

K. Stadler Z. Yin J. von Delft G. Kotliar 
and A. Weichselebaum  Phys. Rev. Lett. 
115, 136401 (2015) 

 Origin of aparent power laws.  

The DMFT self consistency is NOT 
essential to understand Hundness! 

( unlike Mottness which is driven by it!)  

 

Energy  Scale 

Λ 

Log(Λ) 

Tkorb 

Tkspin 

Atomic Degrees 
of freedom 

Landau 
QP 
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Hundness 102  RG Eq for the Hunds metal.  C. Aron and GK 
PRB 91, 041110 (2015) see also A. Tsvelik PRB (2014) 

FERROMAGNETIC SIGN! 
Intermediate 
assymptotic  

multichannel fixed 
point K=2.N 

Flow to fermi 
liquid fixed 

point 

is delayed 

for a  long time 
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Schrieffer’s puzzle of Tkondo vs nd finally solved!!! 



NRG:  Stadler et. al. Manifestations of Hundness. Power 
law  in the self energy on the Matsubara axis.  

 Orbital Spin Separation. Aparent exponents in the hole doped 
side or the self energy.  

½ power law  in self energy Werner P, Gull E, Troyer M, 
Millis AJ. 2008. Phys. Rev. Lett. 101:166405. 

Apparent Non Universial powers Yin Kotliar.  Z. Yin K. 
Haule and GK Phys. Rev. B 86, 195141 
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Conclusion 
•  Transport in the interesting regime, T> TFL    

  can be described  in terms of    quasiparticles with 
strongly temperature dependent  masses,   coupled 
with neutral  local modes. .  It has not reached the fixed  
point yet!! We need to describe the flow 

•   This ( non –Landau) fermi liquid is  “hidden”  in the 
resistivity due to this strong temperature dependence 
in its mass ( and    F1 and …..).  

•   At short distances high enrgies: atomic 
configurations.   At long distances low energies  
Prange Kadanoff QP.  DMFT follows their buildup, as 
a function of energy scale.  

•  It is   different in Hunds metals than in Mott systems, 
in both cases TFL is very low.  
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Conclusion  
•  Does it matter ? .  For what ?   After all there is a   Landau 

Fermi liquids at T=0 in single site DMFT  ( valid for all systems I 
showed in this talk ) but NOT for cuprates which require cluster 
DMFT.  

•   Even at T=0, the FL coefficients “know” of their origin and 
matter, in multiorbital systems.  

•   Superconductivity and the plethora of orders seen in the 
interesting systems, arise at a relatively high energy scale, 
above TFL.  

•  The method  used here can be modified and controlled  with  
cluster DMFT case, which is required  to describe cuprates.  

•  Connection to quantum criticality, and the multitude of order 
phases.  The localization localization transition is the “ parent”  
of all the unusual QCP’s as they connect with the crossovers 
that we see at finite T, however they  trigger subsequent 
instabilities and broken symmetries.   

•  The DMFT Weiss function ( hybridization) is the right variable 
to describe the degree of localization   and needs to be put on 
the same footing with the other condensates that emerge at 
very low energy.  
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Conclusion  
•  Does it matter ?  For what ? 
•   The electronic structure+ DMFT methods used have a 

much broader ( even in its present developemental 
stage ) are very useful in pointing out  

•  They are also quantitively applicable. Can be used to 
study other interesting transport coefficients. S, 
Nernst,Hall  …. Hall effect and thermopower sometimes 
have opposite sign…  which have been puzzling over the 
years 

•  Can be used for  theoretical spectroscopy and theory 
assisted material design.  

•  Postdocs available, contact me at 
kotliar@physics.rutgers.edu 

•   Thank you for your attention! 
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